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Responsible use of artificial intelligence (AI)
“Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies
offer promise for improving how the
Government of Canada serves
Canadians. As we explore the use of AI
in government programs and services,
we are ensuring it is governed by clear
values, ethics, and laws.”

- Exploring the future of responsible AI in
government

Source: GoC

Responsible use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the Government of Canada
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Source: GoC

Directive on Automated Decision-Making
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Source: GoC

EU General Data Protection Regulation

Source: EU

Interpretable Machine Learning Models

Decision Trees

Rule-based Learners

Generalized Additive Models

K-Nearest Neighbors

Bayesian Models

Source: Arrieta, et al (2019)

Linear Regression
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Local Surrogate (LIME)

Sub-population Analysis

Individual Conditional Expectation

Test Data

Training Data

Permuted Feature Importance

Feature Value Contribution

Shapley Values

Source: Molnar (2021)
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Feature importance of all features

Feature 1

Prediction

Prediction

Prediction

Model-Agnostic Methods
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Lessons learned
Incorporate interpretability and explanability requirements
into your design.
If possible, select out-of-the-box interpretable models over
“opaque” models.
Many programming libraries and software packages provide
tools for model interpretation and explanation.
Multiple techniques will provide a deeper understanding of
model behavior.
Validate interpretations and explanations of model behavior
with subject matter experts and domain specialists.
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Get In Touch
Website: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/digital-accelerator
Email: nrcan.digital-numerique.rncan@canada.ca
LinkedIn: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/vikpant

Deploying algorithms in government
Implementor's perspective

Who we are

What we do
•

Digital transformation specialists

•

15+ years transforming operations

•

Improving customer journeys / patient
pathways with Lean Six-Sigma

•

Automating customer journeys with
Chatbots, RPA, AI & Workflow
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Digital automation tools deliver results in weeks, not months

Chatbots speak

Robots act

Provides
data for
decisions

Trigger
services
Deflect calls and determine
what services are required
•

•
•

Support 40+ languages

Explains
results

Robots automate processes
normally performed by
humans
•

Retrieve & update data
using existing IT

•
•

Voice, chat, social
media
Seamless handover to
human agents or
Robots

AI decides

Acts on
AI
decisions

AI process unstructured data
and makes decisions based
on patterns
•

Recognise images in
photos

Don’t require integration,
API’s or coding

•

Translate handwriting to
text

Provide insight into
processes, enabling
continuous improvement

•

Interpret intention of
emails & documents
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Digital automation use algorithms in different ways

Chatbots speak

Robots act

Provides
data for
decisions

Trigger
services
AI powered chatbots use
algorithms to interpret
conversations

Explains
results

AI decides

Robots use algorithms to
simulate human service
provision
Pre-integrated with AI for
complex decision making
and unstructured data

Acts on
AI
decisions

AI uses algorithms to apply
existing training patterns or
to learn based on available
data sets
Many of the ethical issues
we read of in the news are
AI based algorithms
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Digital automation tools are already being used to
transform government services

Accounts receivables

Supplier management

Social Care

Debt management

Housing

What else?

Subject Access Requests
Temporary Entertainment
Licenses

HR On-Boarding
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RPA Chatbot Demo

Our RPA Chatbot Demo shows a fully automated change of address service using a chatbot and our software robot,
Hector. Automating these important & low-complexity transactions reduces costs and frees up staff to focus on
those residents in most need, or higher value work:
•
•
•
•

Contact centres receive 300+ change of address requests per month on average, costing £9,000+ pa in
unloaded agent salary costs
Errors when entering addresses can lead to rework, payment delays, legal fees, etc.
Our solution costs a lot less than the agent salary costs
It also frees agents to support residents with the greatest needs.

For the purposes of this demo, we will make the address changes in Argos & Amazon. We can develop the process to
make changes in any IT System, we just don’t have a copy of Liquid logic & Northgate Civica.
View the demo here
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RPA Chatbot Demo
This technology:
•
Does not require any interfaces or “API’s”
•
Signs into your IT systems and uses them as any of your staff do
•
Can communicate with residents in 40+ languages
•
Can support voice enabled instructions
This solution has the potential to:
•
Align front office and back office technology into a seamless customer journey
•
Improve first contact resolution
•
Reduce call volume, freeing 36,000+ minutes of agent time to help residents who need it most
•
Eliminate expensive mistakes leading to lost documents, payment delays & legal fees
•
Track and proactively communicate with residents
Contact us for more information at:
•
Email: sales@t-impact.com
•
Web: www.t-impact.com
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